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Abstract

This paper presents an approach to realizing various emo-
tional expressions and speaking styles in synthetic speech using
HMM-based speech synthesis. We show two methods for mod-
eling speaking styles and emotions. In the first method, called
“style dependent modeling,” each speaking style and emotion is
individually modeled. On the other hand, in the second method,
called “style mixed modeling,” speaking style or emotion is
treated as a contextual factor as well as phonetic, prosodic, and
linguistic factors, and all speaking styles and emotions are mod-
eled by a single acoustic model simultaneously. We chose four
styles, that is, “reading,” “rough,” “joyful,” and “sad,” and com-
pared those two modeling methods using these styles. From the
results of subjective tests, it is shown that both modeling meth-
ods have almost the same performance, and that it is possible
to synthesize speech with similar speaking styles and emotions
to those of the recorded speech. In addition, it is also shown
that the style mixed modeling can reduce the number of output
distributions in comparison with the style dependent modeling.

1. Introduction
Realizing speaker variety with emotional expressivity and
speaking style variability is becoming a most important issue
in recent speech synthesis research area. This is due to the fact
that the latest text-to-speech synthesis systems based on large
corpus can produce natural sounding speech but hardly change
voice quality, speaking style, and emotional expression with
maintaining naturalness of the synthetic speech. With regard
to generating various speakers’ voice characteristics in reading
style speech, we showed that an HMM-based speech synthe-
sis system [1] can generate synthetic speech which resembles
an arbitrarily given target speaker’s voice by applying speaker
adaptation technique using a small amount of target speaker’s
speech data [2]. In addition, it was also shown that speaker
interpolation [3] and eigenvoice [4] techniques have beneficial
effects on diversification of speaker’s voice. Meanwhile, many
researchers have attempted to add emotional expression to syn-
thetic speech (for example, see [5] and references herein). In
most of these approaches, emotional expression in synthetic
speech is controlled based on prosodic and other rules.

In this paper, we propose an alternative approach to real-
izing various emotional expressions and/or speaking styles in
synthetic speech using HMM-based speech synthesis. In the
proposing approach, speaking styles and emotions are fully sta-
tistically modeled and generated without using rules controlling
prosody and other parameters. We investigate two methods for
modeling speaking styles and emotions. In the first method,
each speaking style and emotion is individually modeled. We
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efer to these models as a “style dependent model,” and
ethod as “style dependent modeling.” On the other hand,
second method, speaking style or emotion is treated as

textual factor as well as phonetic, prosodic, and linguistic
s, and all speaking styles and emotions are modeled by
le acoustic model simultaneously. Therefore, we will re-
this model as a “style mixed model,” and this method as
mixed modeling.” We chose four speaking styles includ-
otions, that is, “reading,” “rough,” “joyful,” and “sad,”

ompare those two modeling methods using these speaking
and emotions.

2. HMM-Based Speech Synthesis
ck diagram of the HMM-based TTS system [1] is shown
. 1. The system consists of two stages, the training stage
e synthesis stage.
the training stage, phoneme HMMs are trained using

h database. Spectrum and F0 are modeled by multi-
HMMs in which output distributions for spectral and F0

are modeled using continuous probability distribution and
-space probability distribution (MSD) [6], respectively. To
l variations of spectrum and F0, phonetic, prosodic, and
stic contextual factors, such as phoneme identity factors,
related factors, and locational factors, are taken into ac-

. Then, a decision tree based context clustering technique
is separately applied to the spectral and F0 parts of the

xt dependent phoneme HMMs. In the clustering tech-
, the decision tree is automatically constructed based on
r MDL criterion. Finally, state durations are modeled by
-dimensional Gaussian distributions, and the state cluster-
chnique is applied to the duration models.

the synthesis stage, first, an arbitrarily given text with
ing style is transformed into a context dependent phoneme
sequence. According to the label sequence, a sen-
HMM is constructed by concatenating context dependent
me HMMs. From the sentence HMM, spectral and F0 pa-
er sequences are obtained based on ML criterion, where
me durations are determined using state duration distri-
s. Finally, by using the MLSA filter [9], speech is syn-
ed from the generated mel-cepstral and F0 parameter se-
es.

3. Modeling Various Styles for
HMM-Based Speech Synthesis

vestigate two methods for modeling various speaking
and emotions in HMM-based speech synthesis. In the
ing, the term “style” stands for one of speaking styles

motions.
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Figure 1: A block diagram of an HMM-based speech synthesis
system.

In the first method, referred to as style dependent model-
ing, each style is individually modeled by an acoustic model as
shown in Fig. 2. A pseudo root node is added to assemble mod-
els for all styles into a single acoustic model. In this method, we
can easily add a new style by constructing an acoustic model for
this new style, and adding a path from the pseudo root node to
the root node of the decision tree for the style. In contrast, it is
not easy to conduct appropriate speaker adaptation. This is due
to the following reasons. In the speaker adaptation based on
MLLR (Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression) [2], regres-
sion matrices are obtained at each node having sufficient adap-
tation data, and shared by leaf nodes derived from the node.
When an acoustic model has adaptation data, regression matri-
ces are estimated at nodes below the root node, and appropri-
ate speaker adaptation will be performed for the model. How-
ever, for acoustic models without adaptation data, appropriate
speaker adaptation cannot be performed since only a regression
matrix at the pseudo root node is applicable for adaptation. This
means that adaptation data for all styles are required to perform
speaker adaptation appropriately.

In the second method, referred to as style mixed model-
ing, style is treated as one of contextual factors and all styles
are modeled by a single acoustic model. Hence, styles are
split by style related questions automatically during construc-
tion of a decision tree, as well as other contextual factors. In
this method, it is not easy to add new styles because the whole
acoustic model should be reconstructed. On the other hand,
speaker adaptation will be performed more appropriately than
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able 1: Evaluation of speech database with four style.

Reading Rough Joyful Sad

3 (100%) 493 (95%) 499 (98%) 502 (99%)

dependent modeling, since regression matrices at nodes
the root node are shared by leaf nodes related to both

with and without adaptation data.

4. Experiments
Speech Database

mpare the proposed methods, we chose four styles, that
eading,” “rough,” “joyful,” and “sad,” and constructed a
h database composed of phonetically balanced 503 sen-
s of ATR Japanese speech database uttered by a male
er in each style.

the phonetically balanced 503 sentences, there are a
er of sentences whose meaning are unsuitable for sev-
tyles. Therefore, first, we evaluated whether the recoded
h samples were recognized as being uttered in the intended
. Subjects were nine males, presented all sentences of
style, and then asked whether the test speech sounded in-
d style or not.
able 1 shows the number and percentage of sentences

are judged to sound the intended style by a majority of
bjects. From the table, it can be seen that almost all of the
h samples in the database sound the intended styles.

Experimental Conditions

ed 42 phonemes including silence and pause, and the fol-
g contextual factors were taken into account:

the number of morae in sentence

position of breath group in sentence

the number of morae in {preceding, current, succeeding}
breath group

position of current accentual phrase in current breath
group

the number of morae and accent type in {preceding, cur-
rent, succeeding} accentual phrase

{preceding, current, succeeding} part-of-speech

position of current mora in current accentual phrase

difference between position of current mora and accent
type

{preceding, current, succeeding} phoneme

style (for style mixed model)

oted that these contextual factors (except for style) are the
as [1] in which only reading style is taken into account.
peech signals were sampled at a rate of 16kHz and win-
d by a 25ms Blackman window with a 5ms shift. Then
epstral coefficients were obtained by mel-cepstral analy-
, 10]. The feature vectors consisted of 25 mel-cepstral
cients including the zeroth coefficient, logarithm of fun-
ntal frequency, and their delta and delta-delta coefficients.
ed 5-state left-to-right HMMs. Both style dependent and
models were trained using 450 sentences for each style.



Table 2 shows the number of distributions of each model
after decision tree based context clustering using MDL crite-
rion. The entries for “Dependent” and “Mixed” correspond to
the number of distributions for style dependent model and style
mixed model, respectively, and “Read.,” “Rough,” “Joyful,” and
“Sad” correspond to the numbers of distributions for each style
in the style dependent model, respectively. “Total” represents
the sum of those numbers. In addition, “Spec.,” “F0,” and
“Dur.” represent the spectrum, F0, and state duration, respec-
tively. From this table, it can be seen that the numbers of distri-
butions for style mixed model are smaller than style dependent
model. Figure 2 and 3 show parts of the constructed decision
trees for F0 part at second state of style dependent and mixed
models, respectively.

4.3. Subjective Evaluations of Styles of Synthesized Speech

We then conducted a classification test for styles of synthesized
speech. For comparison, we also conducted the classification
test for recoded speech. Subjects were eleven males, and asked
which style, namely, reading, rough, joyful, and sad, the test
speech sounded. It it noted that test speech was classified into
“Other” when it was thought to be classified into none of the
above four styles. For each subject, eight test sentences were
chosen at random from 53 test sentences which were not con-
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2: The number of distributions after decision tree based
xt clustering using MDL criterion.

Dependent
Mixed

Read. Rough Joyful Sad Total
. 891 752 808 926 3377 2796

1316 1269 1368 1483 5436 4404
1070 1272 1057 950 4349 3182

in training data1.
able 3 shows the classification rates for synthesized and
ed speech. In the figure, (a) is the result for speaker de-
nt model, (b) is that for speaker mixed model, and (c) is
r recoded speech. It can be seen from the results that both

ling methods have almost the same performance, and that
ossible to synthesize speech with similar styles to those of
corded speech. The correct classification rates for “rough”
are slightly worse than other styles. However, the rates
nthetic speech are almost equivalent to that for recoded
h.

everal speech samples used in the test are available at
sp-www.ip.titech.ac.jp/research/demo/ .
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Figure 2: A part of the constructed decision tree of style dependent model.
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Figure 3: A part of the constructed decision tree of style mixed model.



Table 3: Subjective evaluations of reproduction of styles

(a) Style Dependent Model

Synthetic Classification (%)
Speech Read. Rough Joyful Sad Other

Read. 98.3 0.6 0.0 0.0 1.1
Rough 6.9 82.3 0.0 0.0 10.8
Joyful 1.1 0.0 94.9 0.0 4.0

Sad 0.6 1.1 0.0 94.9 3.4

(b) Style Mixed Model

Synthetic Classification (%)
Speech Read. Rough Joyful Sad Other

Read. 98.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1
Rough 2.8 89.8 0.0 1.1 6.3

Joyful 0.6 0.0 96.0 0.0 3.4
Sad 0.0 0.6 0.0 96.0 3.4

(c) Recorded Speech

Recorded Classification (%)
Speech Read. Rough Joyful Sad Other

Read. 95.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0
Rough 1.9 83.8 0.0 0.0 14.4

Joyful 0.0 0.6 98.1 0.0 1.2
Sad 0.0 0.0 0.0 96.9 3.1

4.4. Subjective Evaluations of Naturalness

We compared the naturalness of synthesized speech generated
from style dependent and mixed models by a paired comparison
test. Subjects were 16 males, and presented a pair of the same
style speech synthesized from two models in random order and
then asked which synthesized speech sounded more natural. For
each subject, four test sentences were chosen at random from 53
test sentences which were not contained in training data.

Figure 4 shows the preference scores. It can be seen from
the figure that style mixed modeling is almost equal to style de-
pendent modeling in naturalness of synthesized speech, though
the number of output distributions of style mixed model is
smaller than that of style dependent model. From the result,
it can be thought that style mixed modeling is more efficient for
modeling speech with several styles than style dependent mod-
eling.

5. Conclusions

We have presented a new approach to realizing various speak-
ing styles and emotions in synthetic speech using HMM-based
speech synthesis. We have described two methods for model-
ing speaking styles and emotions, called style dependent mod-
eling and style mixed modeling. From the results of subjec-
tive tests, we have shown that both modeling methods have al-
most the same performance, and that it is possible to synthesize
speech with similar speaking styles and emotions to those of
the recorded speech. In addition, it is also shown that the style
mixed modeling can reduce the number of output distributions
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